ABSTRACT. A class of fields supplementary to the inertia field of a given henselian valued field is used to construct extensions of that field having prescribed value group and residue field. The extensions so-constructed are characterized, and their number investigated.
1. Introduction. The construction of valued fields extending a given one and having prescribed value groups and residue fields with respect to the extensions of the given valuation has received much attention in the literature from many points of view; see [l] , [2] , [3] , bl, [6] , [7] , [8] , [ll] , [12] , for example. The Let (K, A) be a (Krull-) valued field, ß a separable closure of K, and C an extension of A to ß. We will denote by Çc the place of ß determined by C and will write-, for any L € jß | K\, £c L for the residue field Ccr\L^'' we mite TCL for the value group vCnL(L). Within the extension ß | K one finds the wellknown intermediate fields K (C), K (C), and K (C), the decomposition field, inertia field, and ramification field, respectively, of C over K.
The fundamental properties of these fields which will be used in the present work are:
(2.1) (KZ(C), C n KZ(C)) is a henselian valued field, minimal in iß | K\ with respect to that property, and is an immediate extension of (K, A). The field •7 (K, A) is henselian exactly in case K (C) = K.
(2.2) (KT(C), C n KT(C)) is an unramified extension of (K, A) and is the unique maximal member of jß | K (C)\ with respect to that property; it is normal over KZ(C). Thus rc(KT(C)) -rcK; ¿C(KT(C)) = £c ß, an algebraic closure of If the extension C of A to ß is considered fixed, we will denote K (C), T 1/ Z T V K (C), and K (C) by K , K , and K , respectively, and will omit reference to C in rc, vc, and Cc- Condition (i) holds automatically, since Aut(K \K ) C\Aut(KV\K )={l|;condi- 
Corollary (4.6). For eac¿ K , the set of K -determinable extensions of K in K is closed under intersection. 
Proof. If L and Ift are
K -determinable, consider (L D M) • K C\ (L n Af) • KT Ç (L • K5) fl (M • 1^)0 (L • KT) n (M • KT) = (L • KS O L • KT) n (M-f^flM' KT) . L n«.
Corollary (4.11). L is KS-determinable if and only if (
L n K5) • (L n KT) = L. Proof. Clearly (L nKS) • (L nKT)C L. Further, [(L OK5) • (L nKT)] n K5 D L n KS, so r[(L n ks) . (L n KT)]^r(L n ks), and [(L n Ks) • (L D K7")] nK^LOK7", so £[(L f! ^.(m kt)] = £[(ln ks). (L n KT) n KT] 2¿(^ n KT) = ¿l.
Thus T(L n KS) Ç T[(L n KS) • (L n KT)] Ç TL and £[(L n Ks) • (L n KT)] = CL. If L is KS-determinable, then T[(L n KS) • (L O KT)] = TL, and by (22.2) of [4], we have [L : (L n KS). (L n KT)]
= (rL : na n k5) . a o kt))) kl: ¿a n^.an kt)] = 1.
Conversely, if L = (L n KS) • (L n KT), we have TL = T(L • KT) = T((L D KS) • (L n KT) • KT) = T((L n KS) • KT) = T(L n KS), so L is ^-determinable.
Remark (4.12). Corollary (4.11) shows that a Neukirch-determinable extension is determined by its value group and residue field (hence the name). 
Remark (4.19). We observe that for each K , every member L of JK |ft"! lies between two K -determinable fields which coincide in case L is K -determinable. Proof. Given A and $., we know by Remark (4.14) that there is for each Neukirch complement K exactly one K -determinable extension of K in K realizing (A, JÜ). We verify that if K and K ate K-isomorphic then so are the extensions L and L which they determine having value group A and residue field £. We assume therefore that K = oK for some ff e Aut(K |K), and as before, by Remark (4.12). 6 . Remarks. The author has not succeeded in finding an explicitly non-Neu- Corollary (4.5).
